Many real-world relations can be represented by signed networks with positive links (e.g., friendships and trust) and negative links (e.g., foes and distrust). Link prediction helps advance tasks in social network analysis such as recommendation systems. Most existing work on link analysis focuses on unsigned social networks. The existence of negative links piques research interests in investigating whether properties and principles of signed networks differ from those of unsigned networks, and mandates dedicated efforts on link analysis for signed social networks. Recent findings suggest that properties of signed networks substantially differ from those of unsigned networks and negative links can be of significant help in signed link analysis in complementary ways. In this article, we center our discussion on a challenging problem of signed link analysis. Signed link analysis faces the problem of data sparsity, i.e. only a small percentage of signed links are given. This problem can even get worse when negative links are much sparser than positive ones as users are inclined more towards positive disposition rather than negative. We investigate how we can take advantage of other sources of information for signed link analysis. This research is mainly guided by three social science theories, Emotional Information, Diffusion of Innovations, and Individual Personality. Guided by these, we extract three categories of related features and leverage them for signed link analysis. Experiments show the significance of the features gleaned from social theories for signed link prediction and addressing the data sparsity challenge. helping users find relevant and credible information online [90] and benefit many applications such as recommendation and information filtering [89] . On the other hand, negative links could help decision makers reduce vulnerability and uncertainty associated with decision consequences [26, 42, 62] and add a significant amount of knowledge than that already embedded in positive links [89] . Link analysis is a central problem in social network analysis. It aims to understand the factors influencing the link formation [58] . Findings from link analysis have been used in a variety of social media mining tasks such as link prediction [1], community detection [73] , and recommendation [10, 59, 87] . For example, it has been shown that users with positive links are more likely to share similar preferences with each other than strangers and users with negative links. This indicates the importance of signed links in building effective recommendation systems [87] .
INTRODUCTION
The pervasive use of social media allows users to participate in online activities and produce large amounts of data. Social links are one of the most significant portion of user-generated data and can take different forms. Examples include links to users as in befriending behavior, links to entities as in purchase behavior, or links to communities as in joining behavior. Social links could be unsigned (e.g., friendship on Facebook) or signed. Individuals form links that represent their individuals toward each other are strong indicators of positive and negative links. Researchers have shown that emotions can significantly influence the level of positive and negative links between individuals [17, 34, 65, 78] . The second theory treats positive and negative link formation as a problem of an individual's probability of adopting a new behavior in the network following her friends' behaviors [72, 92] . In our work, "diffusion" means forming a signed link toward an individual. The third theory derived from [6, 19] suggests that personality information affects individuals' tendency to form the positive and negative links. We only consider two common types, optimism and pessimism which should be conceptualized as independent according to psychologists [23, 36, 46] .
In our previous work [14] , we studied whether these social and psychological theories are applicable to user-generated data. We correlated the theories to formation of positive and negative links in signed social networks. In this work, we expand on our findings from [14] and seek to understand how the correlation between these theories and user-generated social media data could be utilized to compensate for data sparsity problem in signed networks. The key nuances are:
• We incorporate our findings from the above theories to guide the feature engineering for signed link analysis and extract three different categories of features from user-generated data. • We deploy these social-theory-guided features for the task of link prediction in signed networks.
• We perform a thorough analysis and conduct extensive experiments to investigate the effectiveness of these features for the problem of signed link prediction. • We study how well each category aligns with the theories. We set out to understand the importance of each category and their combination in signed link prediction. We also study how robust these social-theory-guided features are against the sparsity problem in signed link analysis.
RELATED WORK
The ease of using the Internet has raised numerous security and privacy issues. Mitigating these concerns has been studied from different aspects such as identifying malicious activities [2] [3] [4] [5] , addressing users' privacy issues [7, 9, 11, 13] and studying signed links [8, 12, 14, 15, 88, 90] . Link analysis [58, 89] is amongst the most popular research directions (e.g., information spread [52] , opinion formation [51] ) to understand users' behavior in social networks. Link analysis has been extensively studied in unsigned networks [1] , while less effort has been devoted to signed networks [58, 90] . Homophily and Confounding are two examples of unsigned link analysis. Homophily suggests that users tend to create positive links with their similar peers [63] . On the other hand, Confounding considers the geographical closeness between users. Though majority of methods in signed networks have focused on only positive links (a.k.a trust prediction), recent studies have demonstrated that negative links could add value to positive ones [88] . It is also shown that we cannot simply apply the findings of unsigned social networks to signed network link analysis [58, 89] . Thus, increasing attention has been paid to the signed link analysis [25, 58] . Recent signed link analysis methods benefit from social psychological science theories, e.g., Homophily theory, balance theory [20, 44] and status theory [44] . Homophily is also known as assortative mixing. A network is called assortative with regard to a property if a bias is observed in favor of connections between nodes in the network with similar property [22] . For example, Homophily effect suggests that similar users have a higher likelihood to establish trust relations with each other [90] . Balance theory is usually bonded by phrases "the enemy of my friend is my enemy" and "the friend of my enemy is my enemy". Status theory studies the effect of nodes' ordering on signed link formation, with positive links pointing from left to right and negative links vice versa. In general, link formation works are divided into supervised and unsupervised methods.
Supervised methods consider the positive and negative link creation problem as a classification problem by using the existing positive and negative links and train a classifier with features extracted from the signed networks [25, 58] . For example, [58] first extracts in-degree and outdegree numbers from positive (or negative) links and then uses balance and status theory to extract triangle-based features. Then it trains a logistic regression classifier to verify the importance of balance and status theory for positive and negative link prediction. Another work of [25] , extends the triangle-based features to the k-cycle-based features. Khodadadi et al. [56] use tendency rate of triple-micro structures in signed networks. In particular, given a pair of users, this method extracts closed triple micro structures around the given edge for two different cases: 1) the edge is positive and 2) the edge is negative. Comparing the tendency rates for two cases, the sign of the edge is determined by the scenario which has the greater tendency rate. Another work [97] proposes a new method to address the negative link sparsity challenge in signed link prediction problem. It first converts the original graph into the edge-dual graph. Then, instead of predicting signed links in the original graph, this method predicts sign of nodes in the edge-dual graph. This method measures the similarity between nodes using Jaccard coefficient in the new graph and then utilizes similarities to classify the sign of nodes using Support Vector Machine (SVM) model. Naaman et al. [66] also propose a method to assign a set of topological properties to each edge (a.k.a. VOTE) such as centrality measures, degrees, community measures and scale motif frequencies.
After normalizing each attribute, a machine learning approach such as deep learning, random forest and stochastic gradient descent is applied on the extracted features to predict signs of edges.
Unsupervised methods are usually based on certain topological properties of signed networks to perform predictions [47, 95] . One type is node similarity based methods [85] , which first define similarity metrics to calculate node similarities, and then provide a way to predict the signed relations. Propagation-based methods are also used for the problem of positive and negative link formation [29, 41, 98] . Positive sign propagation is treated as a repeating sequence of matrix operations, which consists of four types of atomic propagations [41] . Negative sign propagation is then incinerated after multiple steps of positive sign propagation [41] . [98] proposes to integrate negative links into the process of the Appleseed positive links computation instead of superimposing it afterwards. Another category is based on low-rank matrix factorization [47, 95] . For example [47] mathematically models the signed link prediction problem as a low-rank matrix factorization model, based on the weak structural balance on the signed network. Also, [95] extends the lowrank model to perform link prediction across multiple signed networks. Another unsupervised method [53] , categorizes nodes into a number of clusters so that number of negative intra-cluster links and positive inter-cluster links are minimized and clusters are balanced. It deploys a user-based collaborative filtering using similarity between clusters to predict signed edges between nodes.
Another group of works in signed network analysis is signed network embedding, which seek to capture signed network topological properties such as the variance between positive and negative links, signed link sparsity, and ratio of signed triangles. These captured properties are further used to learn a meaningful low dimensional representation for the given signed network. The final nodes' representation can be utilized for different applications such as signed link prediction [30, 93] and node classification [69] . Since the focus of these works is on learning a representation for the network, they leverage topological network structures to learn the node embeddings. Kunegis et al. [57] extend spectral analysis for signed networks. Another work proposes a matrix factorization based model which factorizes the adjacency matrix of the signed network into two low rank latent matrices and then extracts the node embeddings [47] . Wang et al. [93] exploit structural balance theory and information of 2-hop networks to model the semantic meaning behind positive and negative links and extract node representations. Derr et al. [30] also use balance theory to guide capturing important properties of the signed networks and modeling it. Another work utilizes balance theory in a graph convolutional neural networks (GCNs) model to aggregate and propagate collected signed network information across layers of the signed GCN model [31] .
The vast majority of the existing algorithms utilize the topological networks structures, which relies on a reasonable number of signed link information. However, users usually establish positive links with a small proportion of users which results in sparse positive links [90] . It is also significantly easier for users to express positivity than negativity in social networks and consequently negative links are often much sparser than positive links in a signed network [88] . Therefore, the aforementioned methods suffer from the signed link sparsity problem severely. For the existing signed link analysis methods to work, it is necessary to address this sparsity problem. There are few studies [12, 15, 88] which incorporate other available sources of information to tackle the signed link sparsity problem. For example, [88] incorporates user interactions to predict negative links.
Exploiting user's features such as trustworthiness, bias, and optimism has been discussed in [12, 14, 64, 81, 82] . [81, 82] address the problem of sign prediction based on users' optimism/reputation. They define optimism as users' voting pattern and reputation as their popularity. Their approach calculates optimism as difference between number of user's positive and negative out-links. They introduce rank based optimism and reputation based on the rank of users in the signed social network. [64] computes bias and prestige of nodes based on positive links between users in signed social networks. It defines bias as user's truthfulness. The prestige is also calculated based on opinion of other users in the form of in-links a user gets. Our work is different than [64, 81, 82] as we calculate users' optimism/pessimism based on a source other than signed links, i.e. users' feedback/interactions on different entities such as items/posts. The additional sources of information could help overcome the data sparsity and imbalance problem for signed link data. Therefore exploiting other sources of information such as emotional and personality information can mitigate the data sparsity problem and has potentials in improving the performance of signed link prediction.
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORIES
We aim to address the problem of sparse signed links in social networks, guided by three social psychological theories: Emotional Information, Diffusion of Innovations and Individual Personality.
Emotional Information Theory
Users express their emotions toward each other via various ways. In Slashdot, users comment and reply to the posts; while product-review sites such as Epinions provide the rating mechanisms for users to express their emotions toward each other. Emotional information is thus pervasively available in social media no matter how they are exposed [15] . The study of emotion exists from Aristotle era and is based on the common sense that people have emotional experiences that are linked to their cognitive appraisal of the environment [84] . Emotions have shown to affect a variety of decision making processes such as the decision whether to trust/distrust a stranger (positive/negative link creation) which is likely to be influenced by person's emotional state [37] . According to the psychologists and sociologist, emotions of people toward each other, are strong indicators of positive and negative links. They study the impact of emotional states on positive and negative relations between individuals and support the supposition that various emotions can significantly influence the level of positive/negative relations (trust/distrust) between individuals [17, 34, 65, 78] . In particular, interpersonal emotions with positive valence such as happiness, gratitude and satisfaction could lead to positive links while emotions with negative valence like anger, sadness, and fear imply the negative relations. Furthermore, [16] studies the effect of negative emotions on distrust in online environments and shows that negative relations could be built when expectations are not met or negative emotions are raised. Sociologists also found that the level of emotion certainty and person's feels are the most important factors influencing the effect of an emotion on creation of positive or negative relations between people [65] . Consequently, taking into account user's emotional information for the problem of signed link analysis, could provide a better insight.
Diffusion of Innovation Theory
Innovations and novel ideas do not necessarily spread at once-they instead propagate gradually through channels [96] . Adoption of medical and agricultural innovations are classics examples of how innovations diffuse through the society [27, 92] . Diffusion of innovation theory studies how, why and at what rate, innovations are spread among people. In particular, any idea, behavior or object that is perceived as new by the audience is considered as an innovation. Diffusion is the process of an innovation being communicated through certain channels over time among the participants of a social system [72] . Diffusion also focuses on the conditions that the likelihood of adopting a new innovation, idea or technology will decrease or increase as well as studying what qualities make innovations spread. Unlike many change theories, diffusion of innovation theory considers changes as being about reinvention of behaviors so they become a fit for individuals specific needs rather than persuading individuals to accept the change [72] .
This theory has many applications in data mining literature such as influence maximization [55] and marketing [32] . The problem of positive and negative link creation could be also related to the well-studied topic of diffusion of innovation by treating it as a behavior that spreads through the network. Therefore it turns into a new problem of analyzing an individual's tendency to follow her friends' behaviors toward other users. Thus, the most basic question would then be does one's probability of creating positive/negative link toward another individual depend on her friends' behavior? This question is closely related to the diffusion of innovations with a particular property that is "diffusing" in our work is establishing a signed link toward a given individual. The answer to this question can further give insight into the problem of evolution of signed links in dynamic networks (determining who will establish a link in the future) which is not the scope of this paper.
Individuals Personality Theory
Users' behavior in social media could be good indicators of their personality and the reasons are two-fold [40] . First, social media allow for exposing views by providing appropriate platforms to satisfy users' basic psychological needs. Second, there is an ample amount of data regarding normative behaviors of individuals which guarantees fair analysis of their personality. Thus, rich hidden personality information available online has inspired recent studies to propose methods to extract and study them [28, 40, 50, 80] . As a result, exploiting user's personality information has potentials in signed link analysis. Research from sociology also suggests that people personality determines their propensity to positive/negative relations [6, 19] . Though other types of personality may exist, e.g. Big Five Model [61] , we only consider two common types, optimism and pessimism which should be conceptualized as independent according to psychologists [23, 36, 46, 60] . Note that optimism and pessimism have specific relationships with Big Five personality model dimensions [54, 83] . In particular, optimism is broadly related to neuroticism, extroversion, agreeableness and conscientiousness. Pessimism is also strongly correlated with conscientiousness and neuroticism.
Research from psychology and sociology suggests that people's optimism/pessimism personality implies individual's tendency to positive and negative relations [39, 74, 77] . According to Scheier et. al. [74] , a person is defined as optimist when she is more likely to reinterpret negative events in a positive way and find meaning and growth in stressful situations. On the other hand, an individual is referred to as pessimist when she is pre-occupied only with the negative aspects of the environment and overlooks the positive aspects [74] . Optimists have better social functioning and relations. Therefore, they actively pursue social relationships and have higher chances in establishing positive links resulting in longer lasting friendships [18, 39, 67, 74, 79] . In contrast, pessimists likely practice the opposite way, i.e., having negative attitudes and expecting the worst of people and situations. Consequently, they often establish negative links with others [18, 39, 67, 77, 79] . Another interesting observation of optimism/pessimism is that people generally like optimists more than pessimists and thus react more positively to optimists than to pessimists. In other words, optimists likely attract more positive links while pessimists receive more negative links [18, 21, 38, 45, 71] . Therefore, considering user's personality information could be very helpful for studying the problem of signed link formation and signed link analysis, which leads to the issues to be discussed in the next section.
Note that these theories are different from assortative mixing concept. Assortativity concept captures bias between a pair of individuals. However, these theories are defined for an individual person and study the person's behavior toward others regardless of other people's behavior.
ARE SOCIAL THEORIES APPLICABLE TO SOCIAL MEDIA DATA?
Before applying the above theories to signed link analysis, we first seek if these theories are applicable to social media data. We would like to first conduct a sanity check if social media data is suitable for applying these established social psychological theories. In the following, we introduce our datasets and then conduct data analysis to verify some hypotheses related to the sanity check.
Datasets
We collect two large online signed social networks datasets from Epinions and Slashdot where individuals can express their opinions toward each other besides creating positive and negative links 4 . In addition, availability of product-rating data in Epinions and individuals' post reviews data in Slashdot, can help to approximate users' emotions toward each other. In contrast, personality information is not readily available online. Individuals usually do not label themselves as optimistic/pessimistic. A conventional way of obtaining personality information is to directly ask people whether they expect outcomes in their lives to be good or bad [75] , which is often seen in psychological surveys designed for measuring an individual's optimism and pessimism (e.g., [76] ). However, since social media data is large-scale, and mainly observational, it is impractical to ask every user for their personality information. The onus is therefore on us to find a sensible way to infer if a user is optimistic/pessimistic or neither. An indirect approach is to measure optimism/pessimism based on the idea that people's expectancies for the future stem from their interpretations of the past [70] . Thus, past experience can reflect an individual's levels of optimism/pessimism. With social media data, the question is how to define a computational measure of optimism/pessimism. To recap, individuals do not explicitly offer their personality information, and it is infeasible to ask a large number of them about that, but individuals do leave their traces online. We ask if we can aggregate individual's data and automatically figure out if a user is optimistic or not.
Scheier et. al. [74] defines optimism as re-interpreting negative events in a positive way and pessimism as preoccupying with the negative aspects and overlooking positive events. Following the psychology literature, user's feedback could be also used to estimate her optimism and pessimism as they are counterparts of each other [48, 49] . It is shown in [48, 49] that on social media websites, optimists are more willing to give more positive feedback while pessimists are more biased toward giving more negative feedback than usual. We utilize this observation to calculate users' optimism and pessimism by leveraging their feedback to different entities in social media (e.g. items and users). Accordingly, we shall define the aforementioned aspects of personality, based on the user's item rating behavior in Epinions and opinions expressing behavior towards each other in Slashdot.
Epinions.
It is a product review website where users can establish trust and distrust relationships toward each other. We treat each relation as either positive or negative links and construct user-user matrix F where F i j = 1 if user i trusts user j, and F i j = −1 if user i distrusts user j. Also, F i j = 0 where the information is missing. Users can also express opinions toward each other by rating how helpful their reviews are, from 1 to 6. From these ratings, we also construct the positive and negative emotion matrices P and N as follows: (1) we consider low helpfulness ratings {1, 2, 3} as negative emotions, high helpfulness ratings {4, 5} as positive emotions and the rating 3 as neutral and (2) for each pair of users (u i , u j ), we compute the number of positive and negative emotions expressed from u i to u j to create P i j and N i j respectively.
We define the optimism and pessimism in Epinions as follows. Let I = {I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I M } be the set of M items and assume r ik denotes the item rating score from u i to item I k with r ik = 0 indicating that u i has not rated I k yet. Also, consider r k as the average rating score of the k-th item rated by users. In this paper, we consider scores in {1, 2, 3} as low and {4, 5} as high scores. We use O L (i) = {I k | r ik 0 ∧ r k ≤ 3} to denote the set of items with low average rating scores and rated by u i .We further use
to denote the set of items which are scored high by u i , and meanwhile have low average scores. Intuitively, the more frequent user u i has rated above the average, the more optimistic she is. Therefore we define the optimism score for
to denote the set of items with high average rating scores and rated by u i , Let P LH (i) denotes the subset of items from P H (i), which are given low rates by u i :
We define the pessimism score u i as:
It is a technology-related news platform which allows users to tag each other as either 'friend' or 'foe'. Similar to the Epinions, we construct user-user matrix F from the positive (friendship relations) and negative links (foes relations) in the network. Likewise, users can express their opinions and comments toward each other by annotating the articles posted by each other. In a similar way to the Epinions, using positive and negative opinions, we create user-user positive and negative emotion matrices P and N by computing the number of positive or negative emotions users express toward each other.
Additionally, we can define individual's personality in Slashdot based on user-user emotion matrices P and N. Let P and N be the average of positive and negative emotions between all pairs of users, respectively. We also define P j and N j as the average of positive and negative emotions that user u j has received. Further, we define O L (i), as a set of users u j who have received positive emotions from u i , but at the same time, have received more negative emotions than the average in the network, i.e. they are worse than the average,
We formally define O H L (i) to denote the set of users u k who belong to O L (i) and have received more positive emotions from u i than P k ,
Intuitively, the more frequent u i has given positive emotions to the worst users in the network, the more optimistic she is. Therefore we define the optimism score for u i as Social Science Guided Feature Engineering: A Novel Approach to Signed Link Analysis 1:9 are better than the average,
We define P LH (i) to denote the set of users u k who belong to P H (i) and have received more negative emotions from u i than N k ,
Pessimism score of u i could be similarly defined as: p i = | P LH (i)| | P H (i)| . One thing that needs further clarification is, we shall not expect a person in real life to always behave optimistically or pessimistically-with a high chance, they will act differently in different situations. This means, an individual could inherently possess both personality traits at very high or very low levels, but only exposes one of them at the moment [43] . Likewise, we allow each user to simultaneously have two personality traits with either very high or very low values.
There might be other ways to construct positive and negative emotion matrices, P and N as well as optimism and pessimism vectors, o and p such as psychological surveys which is beyond the scope of this paper. We perform some standard preprocessing in both datasets by filtering out users without both positive and negative links. Table 1 shows key statistics of Epinions and Slashdot. 
Data Analysis and Observations
Here, we investigate how each theory is related to the formation of positive and negative links.
Emotional Information Theory.
Here, we investigate (1) the existence of the correlation between emotional information and positive and negative links in signed social networks and, (2) study the impact of emotional strength on the formation of positive and negative relations. Specifically, we aim to answer the following two questions:
• Q 11 : Are users with positive (negative) emotions more likely to establish positive (negative) relations than those without? and, • Q 12 : Are users with higher positive (negative) emotion strengths more likely to create positive (negative) links than those with lower positive (negative) emotion strengths? To answer Q 11 , we study the relation between positive emotions and positive links. For each pair of users (u i , u j ) with positive emotions, we randomly select a user u k with no positive emotions from u i to u k . We then check if positive relations from u i to u j and u i to u k exist. We set vp = 1 if F i j = 1 and vp = 0 otherwise. Likewise, we set vr = 1 if F ik = 1 and vr = 0 otherwise. We obtain two vectors, v p and v r , where v p is the set of all vps for pairs of users with positive emotions and v r is the set of vr s for pairs of users without positive emotions. We conduct a one-tailed two sample t-test, {v p , v r }, on v p and v r . The null and alternative hypotheses H 0 and H 1 are defined as follows:
The null hypothesis H 0 assumes that pairs of users without positive emotions are more likely to establish positive links in comparison with pairs of users with positive emotions and the alternative hypothesis H 1 assumes the vice versa. The null hypothesis is rejected at significance level α = 0.01 with p-values of 4.32e−62 and 6.17e−47 over Epinions and Slashdot, respectively. A similar t-test procedure, {v n , v r }, can be followed for negative emotions where the null hypothesis is rejected with p-values of 2.54e−48 and 5.13e−23 for Epinions and Slashdot, respectively. Results from t-tests suggest that with high probability, users with positive (negative) emotions are more likely to establish positive (negative) links than those without.
To answer Q 12 , we rank all pairs of users (u i , u j ) with positive emotions according to their emotion strengths P i j in a descending order and divide those pairs into K groups E = {E 1 , E 2 , . . . , E K } with equal sizes. The emotion strengths in E i are thus larger than those in E j if i < j. Then we form
where E i is the group with higher emotional strengths and E j is the one with lower emotional strengths. For each pair of groups, we use hp and lp to denote the number of pairs of users with positive relations in E i and E j , receptively. By repeating this over all pairs of groups, we can obtain two vectors h p and l p for hps and lps, respectively.
We conduct a one-tailed two sample t-test on h p and l p by defining the null hypothesis H 0 : users with weak positive emotion strengths are more likely to establish positive links and the alternative one H 1 : users with strong positive emotion strengths are more likely to create positive links:
By choosing K = 10, the null hypothesis is rejected at significance level 0.01 with p-values of 8.47e − 23 and 1.72e − 19 for Epinions and Slashdot We make similar observations with K = 30 and K = 50. Similarly, we observe the impact of negative emotions on the formation of negative links by following a similar t-test on {h n , l n }. Results suggest that users with higher positive (negative) emotion strengths are more likely to establish positive (negative) links than those with lower positive emotion strengths. Table 2 summarizes the p-values for the above t-tests at significance level α = 0.01. 
Diffusion of Innovation Theory.
Following the diffusion of innovation theory, our goal here is to study if the behavior of user u i toward user u j could be influenced by the behavior of u i 's friend u k toward u j . More specifically, we aim to answer the following question:
• Q 21 : Is user u i with a friend u k who has a positive (negative) link to user u j , more likely to establish a positive (negative) link with u j than if he/she does not have such friend? To answer this question, we first find a pair of users (u i , u j ) where u i 's friend u k has a positive link to u j . We also randomly select a user u r without any positive relations with u k . We then check if there are positive links from u i to u j and from u i to u r . We set f p = 1 if F i j = 1 and f p = 0 otherwise; Similarly, we set f r = 1 if F ir = 1 and f r = 0 otherwise. We then construct two vectors, f p and f r where f p is the set of all f ps and f r is the set of f r s. We conduct a one-tailed two sample t-test {f p , f r } on f p and f r with the null and alternative hypotheses H 0 and H 1 defined as follows:
The null hypothesis is rejected at significance level α = 0.01 with p-values of 1.84e−75 and 3.56e−91 over Epinions and Slashdot, respectively. Likewise, we repeat the t-test process {f n , f r } for friends with negative links; however for brevity we omit the details and directly give the suggestions from the results of the one-tailed two sample t-test as follows: users are likely to follow their friends' behaviors in terms of positive and negative link creation. P-values for the above t-tests at significance level α = 0.01 are summarized in Table 3 . The theory is likely to encourage triads as shown in Fig. 1 , which are balanced according to balance theory. 
Individuals Personality
Theory. According to [40] , people's behavior observed in social media could be indicative of their personality. This is because first, social media websites allow for free interaction and exposing viewpoints by providing an appropriate platform to satisfy users' basic needs. Second, there is an ample amount of data regarding normative behaviors of individuals for analysis of individual's personality. Thus, rich hidden personality information available on social media has been used in recent studies [28, 40, 50, 80] .
Moreover, research from psychology and sociology suggest that people personality determines individuals' propensity to positive and negative relations [6, 19] . For example, optimistic users (1) give better responses to difficulties, (2) are happier with their lives, (3) are grateful, and (4) receive more social support. Therefore, they have higher chances in establishing and receiving positive links. In contrast, pessimists likely (1) have negative attitudes, (2) expect the worst of people and situations, and (3) treat positive events as flukes and believe that they will not happen again. Consequently, these individuals often receive or give negative links. Hence, considering users' personality information could be helpful for studying the problem of positive and negative link formation. Although there are many types of personalities [61] , in this paper, as a starter, we only consider two common ones, i.e., optimism and pessimism.
Next, we investigate the impact of user's personality on the formation of positive and negative links via studying the correlation between personality information and positive and negative links.
We seek to answer the following questions: • Q 31 : Are users with higher optimism more likely to establish positive links than those with lower optimism? and • Q 32 : Are users with higher pessimism more likely to create negative links than those with lower pessimism?
To answer the question Q 31 , we rank all users in a descending order according to their optimism scores and divide them into K levels with equal sizes denoted as G = {д 1 , д 2 , ..., д K }. There are
We consider д i as the group of more optimistic users compared to those in д j . For each pair (д i , д j ), we use H o and L o to denote the number of positive links established by users in groups д i and д j , respectively. Therefore, we have two vectors h o and l o for H o s and L o s of all pairs of groups.
We conduct a one-tailed two sample t-test on h o and l o where the null hypothesis H 0 is that users who are less optimistic are more likely to establish positive links and the alternative hypothesis H 1 is that users with higher level of optimism are more likely to create positive relations:
We set K = 20, and the null hypothesis is rejected at significance level 0.01 with p-values 3.16e − 19 and 1.60e − 23 for Epinions and Slashdot datasets, respectively. We make similar observations by setting K = 30 and K = 50. These results suggest that users with high optimistic behavior are more likely to establish positive links than those with low optimism. To answer the question Q 32 , we follow a similar procedure and apply t-test {h p , l p } to observe the impact of pessimism on the formation of negative links. The results suggest that users who are more pessimistic are more likely to establish negative relations than those with low level of pessimism. Table 4 summarizes the p-values for the above t-tests at significance level α = 0.01. 
Summary.
These results verify that established social psychological theories are applicable to social media data and in that they are correlated to the problem of signed link formation. Our findings could be summarized as follows:
• Users with higher positive (negative) emotion strengths are more likely to establish positive (negative) links than those with lower positive (negative) emotion strengths • Users are more likely to follow their friends' behaviors in terms of positive and negative links.
• Users with high optimistic (pessimistic) behavior are more likely to establish positive (negative) links than those with low optimism (pessimism). Findings from signed link analysis could benefit a variety of tasks of signed network mining as it introduces new sources of information which could alleviate the signed link sparsity problem. We next investigate how to incorporate these findings from social psychological theories as a guidance to feature engineering in addressing the data sparsity problem in signed networks.
SOCIAL-THEORY GUIDED FEATURE ENGINEERING FOR SIGNED LINK PREDICTION
The previous section suggests that social psychological theories are applicable to the user-generated data and are also correlated with signed link formation. These theories could be then helpful in addressing the problem of sparse negative and positive links. We incorporate our findings into the task of link prediction in signed networks. Signed link prediction is an important problem in social computing as it can help to infer and understand attitude of a specific user toward other users using the extracted information from positive and negative links in the vicinity [58] . Signed link prediction also has many applications in network analysis tasks such as community detection and recommendation systems require information about positive and negative linkages between entities. For example, recommendation systems' outputs (i.e., product recommendation) are derived from other users' choices. Given negative linkage between users, the recommender can improve the quality of recommendation by avoiding to recommend items from one user's preferences to another. Users with positive links are also more likely to share similar preferences [87] . Another example of signed link prediction application is in political analysis that one needs to complete a The problem of signed link prediction is different and more challenging than its existing variants, positive link prediction [90] and sign prediction [94] . We illustrate the unique characteristics of the singed link prediction along with those of the existing variations, in Fig. 2 . We list the key nuances of the signed link prediction problem as follows.
• In positive link prediction, we seek to predict only positive links from the existing ones. In contrast, as illustrated in Fig. 2(c) , in signed link prediction, we aim to predict both positive and negative links simultaneously. • Sign prediction problem infers the signs of the existing links ( Fig. 2(b) ). In the signed link prediction, we predict both link and its sign between users. • A few factors can influence people in their establishment of positive links: since positive relations require time to nurture, a user usually does not have a large number of positive relations, or available explicit positive links are often sparse [90] . Online users are often more willing to show positivity than negativity, therefore, negative links are much sparser than positive links in a signed network which results in the signed link sparsity problem. Consequently, the problem of signed link prediction is more challenging than positive link prediction. • The vast majority of existing works for the problem of signed link prediction [58] , aims at predicting positive and negative links by leveraging only the existing links between users. This could result in an inaccurate link formation due to the data sparsity problem. On the other hand, we seek to leverage additional resources such as user's emotional information and personality to alleviate the signed link sparsity problem. Signed link prediction in signed social networks can be considered as a classification problem as shown in Fig. 3 where (1) features are extracted from available sources to represent each pair of users; (2) existing positive links are considered as positive class with label +1, and existing negative links are considered as class with label −1; and (3) a supervised classifier is trained by using these extracted features and labels. Given a pair of users (u, v), we predict the signed link between them using the classifier probability estimation p c ∈ [0, 1]. Probability estimation represents the strength of the link between two users. If the probability estimation p c has a higher value than a given positive link threshold ϵ p , i.e., p c ≥ ϵ p , there is a positive link between (u, v). If p c is less than a given negative link threshold p c < ϵ n , there is a negative link between (u, v). Note that ϵ p ≥ ϵ n . Based on the classification framework for the link prediction problem, one effective way to incorporate findings from social psychological theories and link analysis is through feature engineering [33, 58] . This means, instead of brute force search for all possible features from available sources, we can extract features derived from our findings guided by social psychological theories. In particular, we extract three different categories of features which we discuss in details next.
The first category of social-theory-guided features is constructed with regard to the correlation between emotional information and signed link formation suggesting that (1) with high probability, users with positive (negative) emotions are more likely to establish positive (negative) links than those without and (2) users with higher positive (negative) emotion strengths are more likely to establish positive (negative) links than those with lower positive emotion strengths. According to these findings, we introduce 6 features describing emotional information and their strengths, including the proportion of positive/negative emotions between a pair of users i and j and the proportion of positive/negative emotions between users i and j and the whole network. To account for the findings of diffusion of innovation theory, we develop a group of 2 features which is in accordance with the theory that users are likely to follow their friends' behaviors in terms of positive and negative link creation. These features are based on the behaviors of user u i 's friends (e.g. u k ) toward user u j , including the proportion of friends u k who have established positive and negative links with user u j .
Last but not least, we employ individual's personality theory which indicates the correlation between user's personality and positive and negative link formation. This leads to the introduction of the third group of 4 features from personality information for each pair of users u i and u j , including optimism and pessimism scores for each user. Again, the introduced features align well with the theory, i.e., more optimistic (pessimistic) users are more likely to establish positive (negative) relations than those with low level of optimism (pessimism).
We have detailed how we capture our findings via social-theory-guided feature engineering for the problem of positive and negative link prediction in social networks. A summary of all introduced features is demonstrated in table 5. Table 5 . Summary of group of features for a pair of users (u i ,u j )
Feature Group Features

EI: Emotional information
(1) Proportion of negative interactions between (u i , u j ) ( We first study how link analysis affects signed link prediction in signed social networks. Next, we examine the robustness of the signed link predictor against the data sparsity challenge. Then, we investigate the connection of the features to the theories. Finally, we perform feature importance analysis to examine how much each category of the features and their combinations contribute to the signed link prediction performance and how robust they are against the sparsity problem.
Quality of Predicted Signed Links
We train two classifiers, i.e., Decision Tree and l 2 -Regularized Logistic Regression, on the set of features, to predict positive and negative links in the network (Fig. 2.c) . In all experiments, we use 10-fold cross validation, by treating one fold as the test set S, and setting F i j = 0, ∀(u i , u j ) ∈ S. Note that F i j = 0 indicates the case where the information regarding the link between users u i and u j is missing. We then feed new representation of F as the input to the predictor. We set the probability estimation threshold for positive and negative links as ϵ p = ϵ n = 0.5. This means that for a given pair of users, if the classifier probability estimation p c ≥ 0.5, there is a positive link between (u, v) and the link is negative otherwise. We recall that p c demonstrates the link strength between two users. Therefore, we can consider a tighter bound for inferring signed links by increasing the difference between signed link thresholds ϵ p and ϵ c . Different values of thresholds ϵ p and ϵ c can be examined in future. Note that in the signed social networks, positive links are much denser than negative ones resulting in an imbalanced positive and negative links in both training and test sets. We employ different metrics to assess the performance of positive and negative link predictor on predicted values of links between pairs of users in the test set, { F i j , ∀⟨u i , u j ⟩ ∈ S}. These metrics include, accuracy (ACC), area under the curve (AUC) [35] , and individual precision (Precision+, Precision-), recall (Recall+, Recall-) and F1-value (F1+, F1-) for positive and negative links. We compare effectiveness of our approach against following representative positive and negative links predictors:
• All23: This method [58] uses 23 different topological structure features of the network for each pair of link between users based on the local relations of a node and balance theory. The first group of features includes in-degree and out-degree numbers from positive and negative links and the second group exploit balance theory to extract triangle based features. We train the logistic regression and decision tree classifiers over these features. • VOTE: This method [66] assigns a set of topological properties to each edge such as centrality measures (4 features), degrees (4 features), community measures (4 features) and scale motif frequencies (13 features). After normalizing each attribute, AdaBoost classifier is applied on features to predict positive/negative links for a given pair. • CTMS: This method [56] uses tendency rate of triple-micro structures in signed networks. It first extracts closed triple micro structures around a pair of users assuming the edge between them is positive. It then repeats the same procedure assuming the edge between two users is negative. The edge sign is then determined by the scenario which has greatest tendency rate. • SC: This method is a signed version of Laplacian matrix for signed network embedding. We choose the top-d eigen vectors (d=20) corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues of the signed Laplacian matrix as the low dimensional node representations. Then, a logistic regression classifier is trained using nodes' embeddings to predict positive/negative links for a given pair of users. • DB/OP/RP: This method [82] first extracts two sets of topological-based features for each pair of users: the first set consists of seven (7) degree-based (DB) features, and the second set contains twelve (12) features describing user's optimism/reputation (OP/RP), which are derived from the links between users, a total of 19 features. Then, it trains a logistic regression classifier using these features to predict positive/negative links for a given pair of users. • TDP: This predictor treats positive and negative links prediction problem as the propagation of sequence of atomic operations [41] . In this method, positive link propagates multiple steps while negative relation propagates only a single step. • Random: This baseline randomly selects pairs of users with positive and negative links.
• Majority: This baseline assigns the sign with the majority number of edges to the given edge. All edges will be considered as positive as positive is the sign with the majority label in our datasets.
The purpose of this study is to investigate whether our signed link analysis can improve the link prediction performance. In this experiment, we focus on feature engineering to capture our observations. Note that there are other signed link predictor frameworks such as low rank matrix factorization, which could be deployed on the proposed features. In future, we plan to extend matrix factorization by generating constraints and defining objective functions.
VOTE, CTMS, All23, SC and TDP use topological network structure. Moreover, DB/OP/RP extracts users personality and reputation from network structure. We train both Decision Tree and l 2 -Regularized Logistic Regression classifiers on the combination of our proposed features with those of All23-hereafter referred to as All23+EI+DI+IP method. Note that we do not consider the combination of our proposed features with TDP method, as it was already defeated by All23. The comparison results are summarized in Table 6 and we observe the followings:
• Decision tree and logistic regression classifiers have different learning biases which result in different performances as expected, while the logistic regression always achieve better performance. Results also show that high accuracy does not imply better performance in predicting both positive and negative links. In other words, some methods (e.g. All23, and TDP) have high accuracy but low recall and F1 for negative class. This confirms the effectiveness of AUC metric when we deal with highly imbalanced dataset. • All23 outperforms Majority and Random as well as TDP. The reason for improvement of All23 over TDP is that edge signs could be leveraged in positive and negative link formation rather than requiring a notion of propagation from farther-off parts of the network as [41] did. TDP cannot also handle the problem of imbalance distribution of positive and negative links. • All23 outperforms DB/OP/RP but is inferior to VOTE and CTMS have better results than All23.
The reason is that VOTE and CTMS consider the global trend and implicit forces that direct the sign of each relation. • Performance results of SC is comparable to All23 but cannot outperform VOTE and CTMS methods.
The reason is that VOTE and CTMS explicitly incorporate the global network information while SC does not. In particular, SC seeks to capture network's properties which include the network sparsity and imbalance relationship between signed links. These properties are thus reflected in the learned nodes' representations and final signed predictions. • We train both classifiers on the combination of our features EI+DI+IP and those of All23. For both datasets, All23+EI+DI+IP method outperforms other baselines, All23, SC, VOTE, CTMS and DB/OP/RP, using both logistic regression and decision tree classifiers. The reasons are twofold. First, the task of feature extraction based on the solely topological structure of signed networks may not be robust due to the sparsity of signed links, specifically negative links. Thus, there might be even many pairs of users without features based on balance theory [25] . Moreover, node embedding based approach SC, seeks to capture network's properties which include the network sparsity and imbalance relationship between signed links. These properties are thus reflected in the learned nodes' representations and lead to poor signed predictions. In contrast, All23+EI+DI+IP method considers auxiliary user information related features other than topological structure. Second, the imbalance problem of positive and negative links distribution cannot be handled by other approaches as well; while, exploiting additional resources in All23+EI+DI+IP mitigate the imbalance problem in link distribution. • For both datasets and classifiers, All23+EI+DI+IP achieves better performance over DB/OP/RP, despite that both approaches leverage optimism/reputation-based features. The reason is DB/OP/RP uses topological structures to extract these features and hence suffers from the sparsity problem, similar to All23. Simply put, there could be many pairs of users with zero optimism/reputation, which make the optimism/reputation-based features less useful in alleviating the imbalance problem of signed links distributions. In contrast, All23+EI+DI+IP infers users' personality information from their feedback on different issues other than merely using signed links. All23+EI+DI+IP also exploits other sources of information inferred from non-structural source, i.e., emotional information, which can also help in addressing sparsity of signed links. • All23+EI+DI+IP and EI+DI+IP can better handle the problem of imbalance distribution of signed links in comparison to other approaches. This is because of leveraging additional resources of information which are not heavily imbalanced such as personality and emotional information.
• For both datasets, all methods perform well in predicting labels for positive edges. The results of recall for negative class (i.e., Recall-) show that All23+EI+DI+IP (LR) has the best results in predicting negative edges amongst all methods. These results indicate that high performance in terms of accuracy (AUC), and F1+, does not necessarily indicate that the method can perform well for negative class. All23+EI+DI+IP (LR) has the best performance amongst all methods in terms of accurately predicting both positive and negative edges. This is because other methods rely solely on structural data which is both imbalanced and sparse while All23+EI+DI+IP leverages other non-structural sources of information for predicting signed links between users, i.e., emotional and personality information. These sources provide more information about negative interactions and possible future negative links between users and thus can handle the sparsity and imbalance challenge of signed link prediction. • There is not a significant difference between the performance of EI+DI+IP+All23 and EI+DI+IP.
The reason is that features corresponding to All23 are topological based and thus are not robust to signed link sparsity problem. Therefore adding them as additional features to EI+DI+IP does not make any significant improvement.
Both of the two different classifiers achieved the same improvement when they were deployed on the proposed features. This verifies the significance of social psychological theories for signed link prediction. To recap, positive and negative link prediction based on additional user information, performs better than the representative signed link prediction approaches. Thus our findings in link analysis can significantly improve the performance of link prediction in signed social networks.
Robustness to Data Sparsity
As discussed earlier, signed networks suffer from data sparsity issue. Our goal is to leverage additional resources such as user's emotional information and personality to alleviate the signed link sparsity problem. Here, we examine how social-theory-guided engineered features are robust against data sparsity problem. Similar to the previous subsection, we use 10-fold cross validation for evaluation. Each time, we hold one fold out and treat it as our test set. From the remaining 9 folds, we pick x% of positive and x% of negative links to construct the training set. We vary x as {60, 70, 80, 90, 100} to investigate how well our signed link predictors perform with different sizes of training set and different sparsity scenarios, i.e., less training set is a sparser scenario. We report the AUC results in Table. 7 to assess the performance of predictors. We use AUC since it is more effective than other metrics when dealing with highly imbalanced dataset.
• In general, with the decrease of the training data, the performance of all methods deteriorates.
• EI+DI+IP+All23 and EI+DI+IP are more robust against different sparsity scenarios in comparison to other approaches. Their performance dropped less than 5% when x decreases from 100% to 60%, while performance of other signed link predictors decreases more than 10% in terms of AUC. This is because other methods rely on topological features which get sparser by reducing the size of training set. However, EI+DI+IP+All23 and EI+DI+IP leverage additional sources of non-topological information including personality and emotional related features which are not heavily sparse in comparison to structural network data. These sources provide more information in lack of enough signed network information and helps handling sparsity problem.
Connections of Features to the Theories
As discussed earlier, our goal is to explore how different theories can be deployed in positive and negative link prediction. Here, we investigate how each social-theory-guided feature suggests evidence for the formation of positive/negative links. We study each group of features independently and follow the same procedure in [58] for analyzing balance and status theories. Using logistic regression classifier, we compute each feature's corresponding coefficient, odds ratio (OR) and 95% confidence interval (CI). Signs of these coefficients indicate how the corresponding feature is used by logistic regression classifier and suggest an evidence for establishing either positive or negative links. In addition, the odds ratio value indicates a possible statistical relationship between the feature and signed links-odd ratio greater than 1 suggests higher odds of positive link for classifier outcome, while odd ratio less than 1 indicates higher odds of negative link. The 95% confidence interval is often used as a proxy for the presence of statistical significant association between the feature and expected outcome (either positive link or negative link) if it does not overlap the null value, i.e. odds ratio value of 1. A small interval indicates a higher precision of odds ratio whereas a large interval indicates a low level of precision. These properties of logistic regression provide a natural connection between each feature and its corresponding theory.
Emotional Information.
We train logistic regression classifier on emotional features. Tables 8 and 9 depict the results for Epinions and Slashdot data, respectively. The first column shows each feature number and the second column indicates the expected link sign based on the emotional information theory. As we see, the signs of all learned coefficients are the same as the expected signs for both data, thereby confirming the alignment of emotional information theory with the learned model. Odd ratios for features which are positively associated with positive expected degree have values greater than 1 whereas the values of features associated with negative expected degree are smaller than 1. The confidence interval for each feature does not contain the null value (OR=1) confirming the significant association between features and expected outcome. Moreover, small confidence intervals indicate the higher precision of odds ratio for each corresponding feature. These results show that proportion of positive/negative interactions between the pair (u i , u j ) as well as the proportion of positive/negative interactions source/target nodes have with others are good predictors of the signs of potential links u i and u j are going to make with others in future.
Diffusion of Innovation.
Following the same procedure of what we have done for emotional information, we consider features of diffusion of innovation group. The learned coefficients for this problem are shown in Tables 10 and 11 for Epinions and Slashdot, respectively. The signs of coefficients are exactly the same as what we expected according to the theory of diffusion of innovation, discussed earlier. The odd ratio for feature number 1 is smaller than 1 which confirms the feature's association with expected negative sign. The odd ratio for second feature is also greater than 1 which indicates the positive association of corresponding feature with expected positive sign. The confidence interval for both feature does not contain the null value (OR=1) confirming the significant association between features and expected outcome. These results confirm that the behavior of u i 's followees toward u j are good predictors of the signs of potential links between the pair (u i , u j ), and further demonstrate that these features align well with this theory. Tables 12 and 13 which confirm the alignment of individual's personality theory with the learned model. Both first and third features have the positive coefficients with the odd ratio greater than 1. Also, the confidence interval does not include null value which further confirms the positive significant association of these features with potential positive expected link between the pair (u i , u j ). Coefficient of second and last features are negative. Moreover, their odd ratio values are smaller than 1 along with confidence interval less than 1. These results suggest the alignment of pessimism related features with the potential negative expected link between (u i , u j ).
Feature Importance Analysis
We discuss how important our different sets of the features are, in predicting positive and negative links in signed networks. We follow the same procedure in [58] and train two classifiers, random forest (with 200 trees) and logistic regression, over each category of features independently. We also train a decision tree classifier on the datasets and it achieves the worst performance. Therefore, for brevity we only report feature analysis and classification results when random forest and logistic regression are used. Results using 10-fold cross validation are shown in Tables 14 and 15 . Logistic regression for the datasets using the emotional information features achieves AUC scores of 0.7478 and 0.9085. This shows that these features are the most effective ones. They also achieve the highest F1-scores indicating the efficiency of emotional information in predicting negative links even when the dataset is highly imbalanced and sparse, specifically for negative links. The next important feature is the feature of user's friends' behavior, while the individual personality is the least effective one. Another interesting observation is that the combination of all three groups of features performs slightly better than the combination of each pair of features. This suggests that each feature though different from others, contribute almost equally to the signed link analysis problem. Finally, the combination of three features performs better than All23. This verifies that merely using topological information is not sufficient for signed link analysis due to the sparsity of links; while auxiliary information can mitigate the sparsity problem in signed networks.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we study how findings from social psychological theories can help mitigate the problem of signed link analysis by using auxiliary user information. This is specifically important as signed link data is often sparse. Our unique contribution lies at the use of social psychological theories to exploit characteristics of the signed networks rather than topological features. These theories guide us to use auxiliary user information such as user's personality and emotional information which are available in the form of users' opinions, likes, and postings. In particular, we employ Emotional Information, Diffusion of Innovations, and Individual Personality, for link analysis in signed networks by extracting three different categories of features. We further demonstrate the connection of these theories to the signed link prediction problem. Extensive experiments in signed link prediction show the significance of the social-theory-guided features for signed link analysis. Our results show the importance of each feature as well as its role in data sparsity problem in signed link analysis.
In future, we would like to study the evolution of users' emotions and personality traits over time and investigate if dynamic signed networks can benefit from deploying these theories. This could be done by exploiting the changes of the features over time in dynamic signed link prediction [24] . Furthermore, insights from our work is directly useful in studying the growth of signed social networks and constructing synthetic signed networks that reflect our findings from social/psychological theories. We also plan to extend this work to address the signed link sparsity problem in presence of partial and asymmetrical information.
